Henry Cole grew up on a dairy farm outside Purcellville, Virginia. Always interested in art and science, he studied forestry at Virginia Tech. He is a self-taught artist, although his mother was a professional illustrator who gave him many pointers along the way. His education required him to study nature closely, and his observation of such details helped him with his drawing. Henry worked in a number of jobs, including magazine illustration, and was an elementary school science teacher for sixteen years. He now lives in Washington D.C., and on the island of Aruba.— Adapted from www.harpercollins.com

**Books at Bentonville Public Library as Author and Illustrator**

**Picture Books**
- *Big Bug* (2014) [PIC Cole Henry]
- *The Littlest Evergreen* (2011) [PIC Cole Henry]
- *Unspoken: A Story From the Underground Railroad* (2012) [PIC Cole Henry]

**Books at Bentonville Public Library as Illustrator Only**
- *And Tango Makes Three* (2005) by Justin Richardson [PIC Richardson Justin]
Bad Boys Get Cookie! (2006) by Margie Palatini
[PIC Palatini Margie]
Bad Boys Get Henpecked! (2009) by Margie Palatini [PIC Palatini Margie]
Big Chickens Fly the Coop (2008) by Leslie Helakoski [PIC Helakoski Leslie]
Big Chickens Go to Town (2010) by Leslie Helakoski [PIC Helakoski Leslie]
Bogart and Vinnie: A Completely Made-Up Story of True Friendship (2013) by Audrey Vernick [PIC Vernick Audrey]
Chicken Butt (2009) by Erica S. Perl [PIC Perl Erica]
Chicken Butt’s Back! (2011) by Erica S. Perl [PIC Perl Erica]
Clara Caterpillar (2001) by Pamela Duncan Edwards [PIC Edwards Pamela]
I Know a Wee Piggy (2012) by Kimberly Norman [PIC Norman Kimberly]
Jack and Jill’s Treehouse (2008) by Pamela Duncan Edwards [PIC Edwards Pamela]
Katy Duck Is a Caterpillar (2009) by Alyssa Satin Capucilli [PIC Capucilli Alyssa Satin]
The Kiss Box (2011) by Bonnie Verburg [PIC Verburg Bonnie]
Livingstone Mouse (1996) by Pamela Duncan Edwards [PIC Edwards Pamela]
Mouse Was Mad (2009) by Linda Urban [PIC Urban Linda]
The Old House (2007) by Pamela Duncan Edwards [PIC Edwards Pamela]
One Pup’s Up (2010) by Marsha Wilson Chall [PIC Chall Marsha Wilson]
Prairie Chicken Little (2013) by Jackie Hopkins [PIC Hopkins Jackie]
The Sissy Duckling (2002) by Harvey Fierstein [PIC Fierstein Harvey]
Surfer Chick (2012) by Kristy Dempsey [PIC Dempsey Kristy]
The Twelve Days of Christmas in Virginia (2009) by Sue Corbett [PIC Corbett Sue]
Tubby the Tuba (2006) by Paul Tripp [PIC Tripp Paul]

Easy Fiction

Katy Duck and the Tip-Top Tap Shoes (2013) by Alyssa Satin Capucilli [EF Capucilli Alyssa Satin]
Katy Duck, Flower Girl (2013) by Alyssa Satin Capucilli [EF Capucilli Alyssa Satin]
Katy Duck Goes to Work (2014) by Alyssa Satin Capucilli [EF Capucilli Alyssa Satin]
**Juvenile Fiction**

[EF Edwards Julie]

**Juvenile Non-fiction**


*Nelly May Has Her Say* (2013) by Cynthia C. DeFelice [JNF 398.2 DEF]

*Thanks & Giving All Year Long* (2004) [JNF 810.8 THO]

*Z is for Zookeeper: A Zoo Alphabet* (2005) by Marie Smith [JNF 590.73]

**Juvenile Foreign Language**

*La Gallinita de la Pradera/Prairie Chicken Little* by Jackie Hopkins (2015) [JFL 398.2 HOP]

---

**Related Illustrators Recommended by BPL**

Ard Hoyt
Maurice Sendak
Brian Selznick
Marla Frazee

**Link to Lesson Plan**


---

**Additional Library Resources**

**Print**

For Future Illustrators –

Drawing How to:

*5 Steps to Drawing Faces* (2012) by Susan Kesselring [JNF 743.4 KES]
*5 Steps to Drawing People* (2012) by Pamela Hall [JNF 743.6 HAL]
*Draw 50 People* (1994) by Lee J. Ames [JNF 743.4 AME]
*How to Draw Pets* (2012) by Mark Bergin [JNF 743.6 BER]
*Portraits & Animals* (2015) by Carolyn Franklin [JNF 743.6 FRA]
Illustration Techniques:

*Just Draw It!* (2012) by Sam Piyasena [ANF 741.2 PIY]
*Basic Drawing Techniques* (2013) by Richard Box [ANF 741.2 BOX]
*Watercolors* (2014) by Mari Bolte [JNF 751.42]

About Illustrators/Illustration:

*Artist to Artist: 23 Major Illustrators Talk to Children About Their Art* (2007) by Eric Carle [JNF 741.6 CAR]

*Look at My Book: How Kids Can Write & Illustrate Terrific Books* by Loreen Leedy [JNF 808.02 LEE]

For Future Scientists, Gardeners, and Bug Collectors –

Science:

*Backyard Science Experiments* by O.L. Pearce [JNF 507. 8 PEA]

*The DK Science Encyclopedia* (1998) [JNF 503 SCI]


Gardening:

*Green Thumbs: A Kid’s Activity Guide to Indoor and Outdoor Gardening* (1995) by Laurie M. Carlson [JNF 635 CAR]

*Seed to Plant* (2014) by Kristin Baird Rattini [ENF 571.8 RAT]


Bugs:

*Bugs* (2014) by Shannon Chandler [BRD Chandler Shannon]


*Insects* (2015) by Martha E.H. Rustad [ENF 595.7 RUS]

E-Learning on BPL’s Student Portal Page

For Future Illustrators –

Drawing How to:


Illustration Techniques:


About Illustrators/Illustration:

For Future Scientists, Gardeners, and Bug Collectors –
Science:

Gardening:

Bugs: